Abstract
53
Gold standard databases are assembled from different experiments and techniques, each with a 54 unique set of biases. Since protein-protein interactions (PPIs) can be conditional and transient, single 55 datasets, which are typically generated by a single technique, can disagree with gold standards. This 56 variability partly reflects true biological differences. For example, the majority of in vivo yeast PPIs 57 were observed to depend on environmental and chemical conditions (13) . Some assays also impose 58 technical biases that limit detectable PPIs, such as a bias of some high-throughput techniques toward 59 highly expressed or well studied protein pairs, or a bias against PPIs involving transmembrane proteins (12). Therefore, gold standard databases that include all interactions that can occur will fail to 61 describe the subset of interactions that are either not occurring due to current experimental 62 conditions, or that are unlikely to be detected due to technical limitations.
64
Therefore, a distinction should be made between the large, curated compilations of interactions 65 across many studies, and the gold standard sets used as a reference for a single dataset. Our own 66 focus has been on interactome mapping using co-fractionation, so here we quantify the proportion of 67 gold standard interactions that fail to display any evidence for interaction in 20 co-fractionation 68 datasets. Using a conservative measure of protein interaction, we find that between 19 and 55% of 69 gold standard PPIs display no evidence of interacting. Across co-fractionation experiments, there is 70 evidence that a subset of literature-curated complexes consistently co-fractionates, suggesting this 71 subset would be a more appropriate gold standard reference set. Indeed, the number of predicted 72 interactions at a given stringency increases dramatically when using this subset as a gold standard 73 set. We recommend using this subset as the gold standard reference in future co-fractionation studies 74 and, more generally, using experiment-and condition-specific gold standards whenever possible. (Fig 1A) or a portion of the chromatogram (Fig 1B) . However, other protein 83 pairs from within a single CORUM complex show little evidence of interaction in certain experiments.
84
For example, two chaperone proteins, HSP-90a (UniProt ID P07900) and BiP (P11021) are known to 85 interact as part of a larger chaperone multiprotein complex (15) (CORUM complex "HCF-1"), yet there 86 is little evidence that the two proteins co-fractionate in our data ( Fig 1C) .
88
More broadly, across 20 PCP-SILAC co-fractionation datasets, the majority of random protein pairs 89 do not co-fractionate, as quantified by anti-correlated fractionation profiles, a conservative measure of 90 which protein pairs are non-interacting (red, Fig 1D) . While the majority of gold standard protein pairs 
106 107
While the full set of CORUM complexes is a widely used gold standard (6,7,9-11), there are many 108 other literature-curated interaction databases. In addition to CORUM, we examined nine databases of 109 protein interactions (16-24) and two subsets of CORUM used previously as gold standards (2,3).
110
These range from databases that include interactions from high-throughput experiments to manually 111 curated databases composed exclusively of low-throughput experiments. All had anti-correlated 112 protein pairs in our co-fractionation datasets (Fig 2) . As a baseline, 62% of all protein pairs, the large 113 majority of which can be assumed to be non-interacting, were anti-correlated (Fig 2, red) . The 114 proportion of anti-correlated pairs in gold standard sets ranged from 55% (HPRD) to 19% (CORUM).
115
Restricting gold standard PPIs to those supported by two or more publications limits but does not 116 eliminate uncorrelated protein pairs (Supp. Fig 1) . Therefore all interaction databases investigated 117 here contain protein pairs that are not supported by our co-fractionation data, and comparisons to 118 CORUM give a conservative estimate of the discrepancy between our data and interaction 
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We note that the conditional dependence of gold standard complexes is not limited to the type of 185 high-throughput experiment (CF, AP-MS, or Y2H). For example, using co-fractionation data where 186 proteins were fractionated using a variety of techniques (2) (Supp. Table 1), the 60S ribosome gold 187 standard complex consistently co-fractionated via sucrose fractionation (Supp . Fig 2A) but 188 consistently failed to co-fractionate via heparin dual ion exchange (Supp. Fig 2B) .
190

Universal gold standards improve interactome mapping
191
If a subset of database PPIs consistently fails to resemble interacting proteins for a given assay, 192 performance should improve when these PPIs are removed from the gold standard set. We confirmed 193 this was the case. We generated co-fractionation-specific gold standard subsets by selecting those 194 complexes that were significantly enriched for interactions in interactomes CF4, CF5, and CF6 (2-4).
195
Evaluating significance at four p-value thresholds (p < 1, 10 -2 , 10 -6 , 10 -10 ) produced four subsets of
196
CORUM complexes that contain 302, 122, 95, and 80 complexes, respectively (Table 1) . To avoid 197 training and testing on the same data, we defined the co-fractionation-specific gold standard subsets 198 using interactomes published by other groups (CF4, CF5, CF6), and these gold standard subsets 199
were then used to predict interactomes using co-fractionation data generated by our group. complexes marked by asterisk * in Figure 4C ). 
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Using gold standard subsets generated in this way drastically alters the predicted interactomes ( 
242
Precision-recall curve predicted using the gold standard complexes that satisfied the 10 -2 threshold.
243
F. 10 -6 threshold. G. 10 -10 threshold. Precision-recall curves using random subsets of the same size 244 are shown in red (95% CI Fig 1) .
268
Therefore studies should take care not to conflate interaction databases, which attempt to list all classifier (2,3,7,11), classification accuracy will be reduced and fewer interactions and/or more noisy 274 interactions will be predicted.
276
One solution is to use condition-or technique-specific gold standard subsets. We show that subsets 277 of gold standard databases that have consistent, independent evidence taken from similar conditions 278 to those under which the raw data was produced can increase the size of interactomes judged at the 279 same precision level (Fig 4) . We include this set of CORUM gold standard complexes and 280 recommend it for future co-fractionation studies. 
